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Land of bean fields, dry land walnuts and apricot groves
Agricultural history
of Somis lies in its
generations of residents
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of the Depression and afterward, threshing
crews would walk these fields with pitchforks,
throwing the beans into rows to be picked up
by the threshing machines.
“Agriculture has always been about hard
work, but those families that worked so
By Margaret Aldrich
hard in difficult economic times to make a
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living many years ago knew the very special
Gwyn Goodman, owner of Gwyn
character that exists in the agricultural
Goodman Realty Inc. is a native and lifelong
community throughout Ventura County,”
resident of Somis — in fact, her family has
Goodman said.
called this area home for five generations.
With more than 30 years of experience
Like Goodman’s own family, many of the
in the real estate industry, Goodman
more than 3,000 residents of Somis consist
capably serves not only Somis but the
of families that have resided there for
surrounding communities of Camarillo and
generation after generation.
Moorpark, expertly assisting clients with the
Goodman recalls that Somis was once the
purchase and sale of ranches, estate homes
home of acres of bean fields, dry land walnuts
and residential properties, with a special
and apricot groves, which flourished in its
emphasis on her particular area of expertise
temperate climate. Lima beans were a major
— agricultural properties.
crop, covering thousands of acres of land In
One of the most desirable of Goodman’s
Southern California. During the years
current listings is the spacious home at
9067 Vista Anacapa Road in Moorpark.
Located on prime avocado property, with
plenty of usable land, this 4,200-square-

6

foot home features an open floor plan with
five bedrooms and five and one-half baths.
Vaulted ceilings, maple flooring, a central
vacuum system and tankless water heaters
are just a few of the amenities this property
offers.
An equestrian’s dream the property boasts
a steel arena, custom stalls, covered feed
areas, oversize tack room and lots of trails for
riding. A guest house of approximately 540
square feet and a workers’ residence of 1,500
square-feet also are included on the grounds.
A viewing deck provides the perfect location
from which to enjoy vistas of the ocean and
surrounding valleys.
Offered at $3.3 million, this distinctive
property offers privacy and the best of
indoor and outdoor living in a wonderfully
temperate climate.
For more information, contact Goodman
at 987-6695 or 443-5650 or send email
to GGoodmanRealty@aol.com. Visit her
webpage at www.GwynGoodman.com to
view other listings and for a fascinating
glimpse into the history of Somis.
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From left, John Stern, Barney Bernard and
Harry Mahan were just a few of the early
settlers of Somis and surrounding areas who
were part of the threshing crews.

